2007 f150 wheel bearing

My niece has a Ford F and needs to replace the wheel bearings on the front right. While my
nephew was removing, the wheel nut is fused to the spindle, any suggestions on how to get the
wheel nut off? Will heat work? BlackSLS answered 7 years ago. You can try Liquid Wrench and
then a little heat. You can use a 18" pipe wrench of very good quality with a steel pipe about 3
feet long, with the hole just a little bigger than the pipe wrench handle for adding torque to
break nut loose. Pipe should be schedule 80 for breaker bar on pipe wrench. There is such a
thing as a nut splitter which will definitely work. These can be purchased at industrial supply
companies like MSC industrial supply. Do not buy at a hardware store, industrial supply
companies will sell the better quality splitter, and you can purchase on line! Good luck! Michael
answered 7 years ago. If that nut is fused to the spindle, there is a very good chance that the
spindle is ruined. I would bet that the bearings are also welded into place. Those bearings were
run way past any safe limit to produce that much heat. I would use a nut splitter and crack the
nut off, and then very carefully inspect the spindle. If the spindle is discoloured, plan on finding
a replacement steering knuckle from a wreckers. As an aside, front wheel bearings are meant to
be repacked each time a brake job is performed. Always use a high quality bearing grease that
is able to withstand the heat, and always install new grease seals, after you ensure that all of the
old seals have been removed from both the disc and the dust shield. Tracy answered 7 years
ago. The Wheel Bearings on this particular vehicle are sealed an part of a hub assembly. No
seals, repacking or grease. I have never seen this concern. The center nut is very tight but
normally, it comes right off. You could remove the knuckle and take it to a machine shop to see
what they can do for you otherwise, You may end up replacing the entire knuckle. First
question, is this a 2 wheel drive or a 4 wheel drive? If 2 wheel, I stand by my answer. If 4 wheel,
then Tracy is likely correct. OJ answered 7 years ago. Most Ford F's require the nut holding the
bearing on to be replaced everytime it is removed. I replaced one on my sisters F and it was a
pain to get off. The Ford mechanic from down the street stated they are made that way. He is the
one that got it off. He came walking down the street with a breaker bar that looked like it was
meant for bridge construction. Also, I believe he stated the new nut must be torqued to about
pounds. No wonder it is hard to get off. I owned an '05 F and have replaced brakes, and
inspected bearings before. It can be done. Also, even if spindle is discolored doesn't always
mean ruined. A thread chase or appropriate die will clean up threads. You can also remove
bearing inner race by grinding almost through the race, then use a good cold chisel and
hammer to to crack race and remove it. GuruTH6KG answered 2 years ago. Glenn answered 9
months ago. Late chiming in but it is this particular year, , that produced a particular wheel hub
assembly for the 2 wheel drive especially. That year's hub assembly includes the rotor and
bearings as a unit. While my nephew was removing, the wheel nut is fused to the spindle, any
suggestions on how to get the whee We have a Ford F We've tried replacing a switch, nothing
We've tried replacing the motor mechanism, still nothing anyone have any other ideas of what
other part may have gone bad. I disconect the battery of my Ford F 4. I'm stuck miles from
home. Can I drive it home. Its already damaged. Please dont answer it your not positive. I'm
stuck, low on cash, and need an informed answer. This will mean the differenc I have a different
car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of
CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please
refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it
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Related Questions. Start a new Ford F question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure
transaction. Get Started. Search Ford F Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely
Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. If your Ford F is making a high pitched
noise or hum, it could be a sign of a bad wheel bearing. There are several different vehicular
components that can make a squeal or hum. If you do have a bad bearing, replacing it is
important. A bad wheel bearing can put stress on other components and they can begin to fail.
Any noise from a vehicle is bad news. The question is whether or not that noise is wheel
bearings or something else. When your brakes have worn really far they can start to make a
squeaking sound. See Ford F brakes grinding for more info if you think this may be the
problem. Tires that are misaligned and have been allowed to wear unevenly can also cause a
noise that is very similar to wheel bearing noise as well. So be cautious of that. This noise
should be coming from the wheel or tire area. If you have a bad wheel bearing, it could feel
different. As the bearing wears down, it will allow the tire to move in directions it never was
meant to. This effectively changes the wheel alignment repeatedly as you turn, accelerate, and
brake. Test Drive â€” The best way to diagnose bearing noise in your F is to take it for a drive. If
it does not wiggle, that does not automatically mean the wheel bearing is good. You would also
want to turn the tire and see if there is an audible noise coming from the bearing. He does all of
this. Check it out. It is not recommended to drive your Ford F on a bad wheel bearing. They are

dangerous. As they go bad they create heat. This heat can eventually cause the tire to lock up
while going down the road. Replacing a wheel bearing is not that expensive, even if you take it
in to a shop. Good luck diagnosing your F If there is anything you would like to add, please feel
free to leave a comment below. Good luck! Conclusion It is not recommended to drive your Ford
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